
Human-mahine Collaboration for EnrihingSemanti Wikis using Formal Conept AnalysisAlexandre Blanshé, Hala Skaf-Molli, Pasal Molli, and Amedeo NapoliLORIANany, Frane{firstname.lastname}�loria.frAbstrat. Semanti wikis are new generation of ollaborative tools.They allow to embed semanti annotations in the wiki ontent. Theseannotations allow to better organize and struture the wiki ontents. Itis then possible for users to build knowledge understandable by humansand omputers. By this way, mahines are allowed to produe or updatesemanti wiki pages as humans an do. In this paper, we propose a newsmart agent based on Formal Conept Analysis. This smart agent anompute automatially ategory trees based on de�ned semanti proper-ties. In order to redue human-mahine ollaboration problems, humansjust validate hanges proposed by the smart agent. A distributed versionof wiki is used to ensure onsisteny of the ontent during the validationproess.Keywords. Formal Conept Analysis, Semanti Wiki, Human-MahineCollaboration1 IntrodutionSemanti wikis are new generation of ollaborative tools [1,2,3,4℄. They allowto embed semanti annotations in the wiki ontent. These annotations allow tobetter organize and struture the wiki ontents. Semanti wikis allow mass ol-laboration for reating and emerging ontologial resoures. They guide the usersfrom informal knowledge ontained in douments to more formal strutures.Semanti wikis allow users to build knowledge understandable by humans andomputers. By this way, they also allow mahines to produe or update semantiwiki pages as humans an do. This opens the opportunity to onsider mahines asnew member of ommunities to produe and maintain knowledge. Consequently,suh �smart agents� an redue signi�antly the overhead of ommunities in theproess of ontinuously knowledge building and orret humans errors.In [5℄, authors oupled a ase-based reasoner with a semanti wiki. The ase-based reasoner an enrih the wikis with new semanti pages and thus an beonsidered as a smart agent. As pointed out in [5℄, human-mahine ollaborationan lead to unstable system if not managed. For example, if humans hangethe ategory tree used by the ase-based reasoner, the ase-based reasoner anprodue inorret results from the point of view of humans users.



In this paper, we propose a new smart agent based on Formal Conept Analy-sis (FCA) [6℄. This smart agent an ompute automatially ategory trees basedon de�ned semanti properties. By this way, the FCA smart agent leverages hu-mans from these tasks. In order to redue human-mahine ollaboration prob-lems, humans just validate hanges proposed by the FCA smart agent. This isahieved using the DSMW [7℄ semanti mediawiki extension.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues the FCA framework.Setion 3 shows how the FCA smart agent is used to enrih the wiki. Setion4 details the validation proess. The last setion onludes and points futureworks.2 Formal Conept AnalysisIn this paper, we present a smart agent that enrih a wiki based on a lassi�ationmethod. Atually, any lassi�ation methods might be used. We hoose FormalConept Analysis (FCA) beause it extrats onepts organized into a lattie,whih is interesting for the navigation into the wiki. In this setion, we brie�yintrodue FCA.Formal Conept Analysis [6℄ is a lassi�ation method allowing to build aonept lattie where onepts are omposed of an intent, a maximal set ofattributes, and an extent, a maximal set of objets sharing the attributes.A ontext K relies on a set of objets G, a set of attributes M and a relationbetween objets of attributes I ⊆ G × M . Considering an objet g ∈ G and anattribute m ∈ M , (g, m) ∈ I means that g has the attribute m.A ontext an be visualized as a binary table. Table 1 shows a (simple) ex-ample of ontext about animals. There are �ve attributes that desribe animals.Animals may have hair, feather, wings. They might breath in air or water. Ob-jets are animals: bat, bird, at and �sh. In the table, a ross in one ell indiatethe animal has the orresponding attribute.
Hashair Hasfeather Haswings Breatheinair Breatheinwate

r
Bat Ö Ö ÖBird Ö Ö ÖCat Ö ÖFish ÖTable 1. Example of ontext (animals)



FCA allows to build onepts organized into a lattie. A onept C1 =
(A1, B1) is de�ned by an extent A1 (a set of objets) and an intent B2 (a setof attributes that de�ne the onept). If C2 = (A2, B2) is a subonept of C1(denoted by C2 ⊑ C1), then A2 ⊆ A1 and B1 ⊆ B2. The top onept ⊤ ontainsall the objets and usually its intent is empty (unless an attribute is presentin eah objet). The bottom onept ⊥ is de�ned by all attributes but usuallyontains no objets (unless an objet has all attributes).On �gure 1 is shown the onept lattie of the ontext of table 1. On thegraph, every node is a onept. A link between two nodes indiates a subsumptionrelation (a onept is a subonept of another onept). The intent of a oneptis written on a gray bakground, the extent on white bakground.

Fig. 1. Galois lattie based on the ontext from table 13 Wiki Enrihment3.1 PriniplesWe developed a method that reorganizes the ategories of the wiki aording tothe result of FCA. A new wiki will be reated with the same pages and properties,but di�erent ategories, based on the lattie of onepts.The new ategories will be reated based on the previous ones, and on seman-ti links between pages. Useful ategories human users did not reate might bedisovered. It is even possible to start a wiki without reating any ategories butonly semanti links between pages, and then let the smart agent build the ate-gories, based on the semanti links. The new ategories failitate the navigationin the wiki and provide an expliit and omplete organization of the pages.



A mapping between original ategories and lattie onepts is performed.Eah ategory maps one (and only one) onept: the most general onept on-taining the ategory in its intent (the attribute onept). Eah onept mapszero, one or several ategories. If a onept maps a single ategory the ategorywill be preserved. If a onept maps two ategories or more, it means these at-egories are idential and should be merged (however this ase is very unlikely).If a onept does not map any ategory, a new ategory will be reated.Currently, the enrihment is performed by a Java appliation that aess theontent of the wiki and reate an enrihed version of it.3.2 Case studyThe method presented in this paper will be illustrated by a wiki onerningaademis. Here we present the initial ontent of the wiki. We have the following(user-de�ned) ategories:� Category:Professor;� Category:Topi;� Category:Course;� Category:Level whih ontains two subategories: Category:Master 1Level and Category:Master 2 Level.We also de�ned two properties:� Property:isTaughtBy, the domain is a ourse, the range a professor;� Property:isAbout, the domain is a ourse, the range a topi.Finally, we added pages in the wiki:� Prof. Smith and Prof. Jones in the Professor ategory;� Artifiial Intelligene, Software Engineering and Networks in theTopi ategory;� Knowledge Disovery, in the Course and Master 1 Level ategories,this page has two semanti links isAbout:Artifiial Intelligene andisTaughtBy:Prof. Smith;� Semanti Wiki, in the Course and Master 2 Level ategories, thispage has two semanti links isAbout:Artifiial Intelligene andisTaughtBy:Prof. Smith;� Semanti Web, in the Course, Master 1 Level and Master 2 Levelategories, this page has two semanti links isAbout:ArtifiialIntelligene and isTaughtBy:Prof. Smith;� Design Patterns, in the Course and Master 1 Level ategories, thispage has two semanti links isAbout:Software Engineering andisTaughtBy:Prof. Jones;� Network Administration, in the Course and Master 1 Level ategories,this page has two semanti links isAbout:Networks and isTaughtBy:Prof.Jones;� IPv6 Protool, in the Course and Master 2 Level ategories, this pagehas two semanti links isAbout:Networks and isTaughtBy:Prof. Jones;



3.3 Formal onept analysis applied on the wikiFCA an be applied on the ontent of the wiki. Objets to be lassi�ed by theFCA algorithm are the standard pages of the wiki.The desription of a page is omposed of two parts: the ategories it belongsto and the semanti properties it has (in our �rst prototype, we only onsideredwiki properties of type �Page�). Eah of these two parts allow to build a ontext.We an ombine these two ontext by apposition.Based on the ontent of the wiki, as desribed above, we an reate theontext shown on table 2. When applied to this ontext, FCA returns the lattieshown on �gure 2. Table 2. Context based on the wiki
Professor Topi Course Level Master1Level Master2Level isTaughtBy:Pro

f.Smith
isTaughtBy:Pro
f.Jones

isAbout:Arti�
ialIntelligene

isAbout:Softwa
reEngineering

isAbout:Networ
ks

Prof. Smith ÖProf. Jones ÖArti�ial Intelligene ÖNetworks ÖSoftware Engineering ÖKnowledge Disovery Ö Ö Ö Ö ÖSemanti Web Ö Ö Ö Ö ÖSemanti Wiki Ö Ö Ö Ö Ö ÖDesign Patterns Ö Ö Ö Ö ÖIPv6 Protool Ö Ö Ö Ö ÖNetwork Administration Ö Ö Ö Ö ÖIn the ase study, as one an see on �gure 2, four onepts math one ate-gory: Professor, Topi, Master 1 Level, and Master 2 Level. One oneptmathes two ategories: Course and Level. All the other onepts do not mathany ategory at all.How to reate the new ategories depends on the number of ategoriesmathed by eah onept. Depending on that number di�erent methods areused. However, no ategories are reated for the two onepts ⊤ and ⊥, as ⊤always ontains all pages and ⊥ does not ontain any page.



Fig. 2. Galois lattie based on the ontext from table 23.4 Preserving of an original ategoryIf a onept mathes one and only one ategory, this ategory will simply be pre-served in the enrihed wiki. This is the ase of the ategory Topi, for instane.Atually, in most ases, all the original ategories are preserved.3.5 Category mergingIf a onept mathes two ategories or more, a new ategory is reated. Thisnew ategory will merge the ontent of the original mathing ategories: text ofeah pages are onatenated together. A default title is given to the ategory.Category merging should be rare. It only happens if two or more ategoriesalways appear in the exat same pages. This would happen if several users usedi�erent terms for the same onept. Bit by bit, after a number of wiki edition,these di�erent ategories will appear in all the same pages and then will bemerged by the FCA.This is the ase of the two ategories Course and Level. Having these twoategories is due to a naming problem. The enrihed wiki has now only oneategory for this onept.3.6 New ategoriesIf a onept mathes no ategory, a new one is reated, with a default title.



This might happens in two (non-exlusive) ases:� a page belongs to two ategories or more;� several pages having some idential properties.A ategory about ourses on software engineering has been reated, basedon the semanti relation in the page Design Patterns. Also, a ategory aboutourses available for both Master 1 and Master 2 students has been reated,Semanti Web is a page of this ategory.3.7 Category enrihmentWhatever the reation method of a ategory, all the new ategories are enrihedwith new text ontent, based on properties. Sentenes like �The pages belongingto this ategory seems to have relation T with the page P .� would be appended inthe page. This will help human users to understand the meaning of the ategory.For instane, the ategory of ourses about software engineering will on-tain the sentene �The pages belonging to this ategory seems to have relationProperty:isAbout with the page Software Engineering.�, as a desription ofthe ategory.4 Validation4.1 Validation by human usersAfter the enrihment, new ategories need to be validated by human users. Somemerged ategories might be spit, some new ategories removed. Also, humanusers should edit all the ategories: default titles should be hanged into morerelevant ones, text should be re�ned. We will present three examples of valida-tion.The �rst one onerns the two ategories Course and Level that have beenmerged. Having this two ategories was a mistake. Human users will aknowledgethat and rename the merged ategory Course. They will also rename two ofthe subategories Master 1 Course and Master 2 Course to make them moreintelligible.Another example onerns a new ategory that has been reated basedon the semanti relation in the page Design Patterns with a default name(Category:New Category 42, for instane). As explained in previously, the newategory will ontain a text desribing some properties of the onept. A humanuser will understand that this ategory ontains ourses about software engi-neering and will rename it onsequently. The same thing will be done for theategory about ourses taught by Prof. Jones.The last example onerns a subategory of Master 1 Course and Prof.Jones' Course. One might onsider this ategory to be irrelevant, or at leastnot useful. A human user would deide to remove this ategory from the wikiand update the hierarhal links onsequently.



4.2 Distributed wiki organization

Fig. 3. Man-mahine ollaboration proessIn order to ensure onsisteny of the data, we used a distributed wiki. Twosemanti mediawiki sites are synhronized with the DSMW extension1 [7℄ (see�gure 3).� The �rst one is the �SemantiWiki1� wiki. Humans aess this wiki as usual.� From this �SemantiWiki1�, the FCA smart agent reates the lattie in the�SemantiWiki2� site.� Human users will then hek the ontent of this seond wiki site, orret andre�ne the ontent.� Next, they an push the ontent of �SemantiWiki2� on a push feed.� Finally, administrator of �SemantiWiki1� an pull validated modi�ationsfrom �SemantiWiki2� into �SemantiWiki1�.This senario demonstrates how the DSMW extension an be used to im-plement proesses. In this ase, a simple proess allows validation of hangesprodued by the FCA smart agent and avoids the problem of instability ofhuman-mahine ollaboration.4.3 Enrihed wiki ontentAfter validation, here is the ontent of the enrihed wiki (SemantiWiki1 in�gure 3) in the ase study:� Category:Professor, ontains pages about Prof. Smith and Prof. Jones;1 http://dsmw.org



� Category:Topi, ontains pages about Networks, Arti�ial Intelligene andSoftware Engineering;� Category:Course;� Category:Master 1 Course, a subategory of Category:Course;� Category:Master 2 Course, a subategory of Category:Course;� Category:Artifiial Intelligene Course, a subategory ofCategory:Course, the page indiates that Prof. Smith is teahing allthe ourses in this ategory;� Category:Prof. Jones' Course, a subategory of Category:Course;� Category:Master 1 Artifiial Intelligene Course, a subategoryof Category:Master 1 Course and Category:Artifiial IntelligeneCourse, ontains the page about Knowledge Disovery;� Category:Master 2 Artifiial Intelligene Course, a subategoryof Category:Master 2 Course and Category:Artifiial IntelligeneCourse, ontains the page about Semanti Wiki;� Category:Master 1 and 2 Artifiial Intelligene Course, a sub-ategory of Category:Master 1 Artifiial Intelligene Course andCategory:Master 2 Artifiial Intelligene Course, ontains thepage about Semanti Web;� Category:Networks Course, a subategory of Category:Prof. Jones'Course;� Category:Software Engineering Course, a subategory ofCategory:Prof. Jones' Course and Category:Master 1 Course,ontains the page about Design Patterns;� Category:Master 1 Networks Course, a subategory of Category:Master1 Course and Category:Networks Course, ontains the page about Net-work Administration;� Category:Master 2 Networks Course, a subategory of Category:Master2 Course and Category:Networks Course, ontains the page about IPv6Protool.5 Conlusion and future workSemanti wikis allow users to build knowledge understandable by humans andomputers. By this way, they also allow mahines to produe or update semantiwiki pages as humans an do. This opens the opportunity to onsider mahines asnew member of ommunities to produe and maintain knowledge. Consequently,suh �smart agents� an redue signi�antly the overhead of ommunities in theproess of ontinuously knowledge building and orret humans errors.In this paper, we proposed a new smart agent based on Formal ConeptAnalysis. This smart agent allows to reorganize the wiki: new ategories areomputed and pages are plaed into these new ategories. This allows a betterorganization of the ontent and failitate the navigation in the wiki.The refatoring proess needs to be validated by human users. Consistenyof the wiki is ensured by the use of DSMW: a seond wiki site is used to store
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